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The terms for black and white and their development in the Uralic languages

This article deals with the colour terms for black and white in the Uralic languages, concentrating on their semantic development. Berlin and Kay (1969) suggest that all languages should have at least two basic colour terms: ‘black’ and ‘white’. In the Uralic languages there is more than one old term for white, but the terms for black are rather young and etymologically unclear. The reason for this may lie in affect. In the Uralic data words denoting ‘dirty’ or ‘unclear’ may develop into a term for black. However, the denotation ‘dark (of light)’ does not seem to develop into a term for black. The old terms for white have the denotations ‘bright’ and ‘pure, clean’, but these denotations do not overlap without the denotation ‘white’.

I. Introduction

Over the last few decades there has been lively discussion about naming colours in different languages. This discussion has been going on in both linguistics and anthropology, and it was initiated by the anthropologists Brent Berlin and Paul Kay (1969), who suggested an evolutionary system of the development of basic colour terms in language. In order to test Berlin and Kay’s hypothesis, a data archive called the World Color Survey (WCS) was launched (<http://www.icsi.berkeley.edu/wcs/>). The WCS includes data on colour terms collected from the speakers of 110 different languages by means of the 330 Munsell colour chips, a colour chart used by Berlin and Kay and many fieldworkers since. This paper concerns colour terminology and the semantic development of the colour terms for black and white in the Uralic languages. I shall ask what semantic denotations may develop into a colour term ‘black’ or ‘white’.

The human eye can distinguish hundreds of colours and shades in the spectrum (see e.g. Koski 1983: 35). However, the system of colour terms in a language is never anywhere near as vast as the eye’s ability to distinguish between colours. Berlin and Kay introduced a restricted group of basic colour terms and named their referents “basic colours”. Berlin and Kay defined a basic colour term as (a) monomorphemic (thus not, for example, ocean-blue), (b) not included in another colour term (e.g. scarlet is a kind of red) and (c) unrestricted in application to objects (e.g. brunette is only used to refer to hair) (Berlin & Kay 1969: 6, also Croft 2003: 276). They discovered that the amount of basic colour terms varies in languages, as few as two or as many as eleven. Another discovery was that the foci of these basic colour terms are uniform across languages, i.e. the same hue was identified as the best exemplar of colour.

According to Berlin and Kay, all languages have at least two basic colour terms: a term for black and a term for white. According to the first version of Berlin and Kay’s theory, the other colour terms emerge in the language in the following order (Berlin & Kay 1969: 4):
red > green/yellow > yellow/green > blue > purple, orange, grey (in free order)

This theory has been modified several times according to new evidence found in languages (see e.g. Levinson 2000; Croft 2003: 277, more closely discussed in Chapter 2.1), but the basic assumptions have remained the same: all languages have at least two basic colour terms, i.e. terms for black and white, and the next colour term emerging in a language is for red.

Many scholars have criticized the theory itself (e.g. Wierzbicka 2008), and also the method of defining the basic colour terms (e.g. Taylor 1991). Despite criticism the theory of Berlin and Kay is still used and the data in the WCS is compared to their theory (see e.g. Regier, Kay & Khetarpal 2009).

Black and white are special in the colour chart as they are achromatic. Grey is also achromatic, but all other colours are chromatic. The achromatic colours refer only to brightness, not hue, but in languages with a two-term colour system, the colour terms for black and white refer to brightness as well as hue (MacLaury 1992: 161). William Croft (2003: 277) describes the conceptual space for basic colour terms with a diagram (Figure 1) which presents the division of colours into cool and warm and opposite pairs of hues. There has been a belief that the warm and cool categories are differentiated (Berlin, Kay & Merrifield 1991). However, there are languages that have one common term for green and yellow, and even languages that have a common term for green-yellow-blue (ibid.). A connection between green, yellow and blue can be found also in the Uralic languages (PU piśa ‘gall: green, yellow’ > MdE piše ‘green; copper, brass; small, young; blue’, NeT padërëğä ‘gall-coloured, gall-like, yellow’, UEW: 384–385).

This paper approaches the subject from an etymological and semantic point of view. The focus is on the terms for black and white, which, as Berlin and Kay assume, should be the terms found in all languages. Thus, it is plausible that the two terms were present also in Proto-Uralic. Etymologically however the case is not that simple. There is more than one term for white reconstructed in the Uralic and Finno-Ugric protolanguages (UEW), but no one term has been reconstructed for black. The term for black (musta) is the most common colour term by frequency in the vocabulary of Finnish (Saukkonen et al. 1979), and it is also the colour that is recognized most rap-
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idly of all colours (Taylor 1991: 12). For these reasons the term for black would have a good chance for being an old word. Nonetheless, none of the terms for black seem to be as old as the terms for white.

This study concentrates on the terms for black in the Uralic languages, their etymological background and the semantic extensions they have, and thus tries to find semantic fields in which the terms for black could emerge. I compare the data to Casson and Gardner’s (1992; Casson 1997) notions on the semantic development of colour terms in English. He has studied the semantic development of colour terms from Old English to Modern English and found that the colour term system in Old English denoted brightness rather than hue. As the terms for black differ greatly in the Uralic languages, I have taken also the oldest Uralic terms for white, in which the patterns of semantic development can be seen and probably compared to the semantic development of the terms for black.

There is a fundamental difference between the data which Casson and I have used. The history of written English is much longer than the history of any written Uralic language, and its data set is large. The Uralic data, however, includes only modern Uralic languages, and thus assumptions of the semantic development of the colour terms must be based on the semantic extensions found in the modern languages. Also, Casson’s focus is in the recent history of English, although he refers also to earlier phases of the language, i.e. the Germanic and Indo-European protolanguages. This study concentrates on the history of the colour terms for black and the oldest terms for white in the Uralic languages. However, this does not mean that the findings could not be compared. On the contrary, as Casson’s data is broader, it is also rather reliable, and it does give hints as to what kind of denotations the colour terms may have and how these denotations may change.

The aim of this study is to determine what type of denotations terms for ‘black’ could develop from. In the present paper it is assumed that the colour terms for black and white in the Uralic languages may have developed from two separate semantic categories. The idea of colour has not been primary in these categories, but rather there were opposite pairs ‘brightness/darkness’ and ‘cleanliness/dirtiness’. The hypothesis is motivated by an etymological approach to the semantics of the colour terms in the Uralic languages. In addition, the same division can be seen in the Germanic languages, where the German term for black, schwarz, is reconstructed in Proto-Indo-European as denoting ‘dirty, dark, black’ (Harper 2001–2011). The ancestor of the English term black is reconstructed as Proto-Indo-European *bhleg- ‘burn, shine’, which has in Proto-Germanic become *blakaz- ‘burnt’ (> Dutch blaken ‘burn’) (Watkins 1985: 6).

I will also present some notions concerning the question of why the terms for white are old and terms for black are not. The semantic extensions concerning the terms for black may help in this. If the affect towards the term for white is positive, there is no need to change the term. However, the colour black has taken on a negative affect in many parts of the world (Jäppinen 1999: 107), and such a negative affect is visible also in most Uralic languages. However, the colour black is not only connected to evil; take, for example, the English idiom in the black which refers to the condition
of making profit (Merriam-Webster 1986: 90). Among the Saami people the black-coloured reindeer is the most respected one (Lappalainen 1991: 23).

If the terms for black are connected with evil, as usually seems to be the case in modern western languages, this could be one reason to change the term from time to time (on word negation based on affect see e.g. Kulonen 2006: 324). It is possible that the neighbouring languages and their cultures have affected the Uralic peoples and their attitudes towards the colour black. It is also possible that there is no special need to change the colour term, but rather there is a case of a so-called luxury loan, i.e. a new word borrowed from another language even though a word with a similar meaning already exists. One example is Finnish *hammas* ‘tooth’ which was borrowed from Proto-Baltic even though the Uralic word *pii* ‘tooth’ was already present in the language. In this case the original word *pii* was preserved in a special meaning (a tooth of a rake), but sometimes the original word becomes extinct.

2. Colour terms and their development

2.1. Discussion on colour terms

The study of systems of basic colour terms is an example of research on lexical universals and diachronic typology in the lexicon. Berlin and Kay’s theory of the evolution of basic colour terms has stimulated debate within linguistics and also anthropology (for criticism see e.g. Taylor 1991, Lucy 1997, Lyons 1999). Linguistically, Taylor (1991) has criticized the definition of “basic colour terms” and the way Berlin and Kay have excluded colour terms from their survey. On the other hand, John Lyons (1999) assumes that, based on his examples of the Austronesian language Hanunóó, culture has affected the development of colour terms, and that the cultural surroundings have much influence over the need for a colour term. John A. Lucy (1997) criticizes the entire method of collecting colour terms with the Munsell chips because it does not correspond to everyday life, as does Wierzbicka (2008) who maintains that there are languages that do not have a word denoting ‘colour’.

The colour system has been seen as a division of colours into warm and cool categories, of which the terms for white, red and yellow belong to the warm category, while black, green, blue belong to the cool category (see Figure 1 in Chapter 1). However, there are systems that combine green and yellow, and they violate the principle of differentiating the warm and cool hues. This problem has been solved in later studies by assuming that colour terms are based not only on hues but also on brightness. This idea was brought forth by Robert E. MacLaury (1992), who has analysed both individual and cross-linguistic variation. He argues that already two-term systems containing terms only for black and white could be based on both brightness (light–dark) and hue (white–black) categories (MacLaury 1992: 161). MacLaury maintains that the category of colour began as a category of brightness, but the importance of hues has increased while the importance of brightness has decreased, and thus the focus of the colour terms has changed to hues.
MacLaury’s view is supported by Ronald W. Casson (1997) who has studied the development of colour terms in English. Casson compares the colour terms and their semantic development from Old English towards Middle and Modern English. He notes that in Old English the denotation of colour terms emphasized brightness, whereas towards Modern English the denotation has changed to hue.

John Lyons (1999: 53) has gone further in suggesting that the system of colour terms is not divided up only into hues and brightness, but also into dryness and wetness or freshness and desiccation. Of these, hue is the least relevant feature in naming colour. This assumption seems adequate as we observe what is important to peoples who have no need to define objects differing from each other only by colour. Casson has also recognized that the cultural surroundings affect changes in a system of colour terms. The brightness category changes towards hue when the colours become culturally significant (Casson 1997: 238). The languages studied are mostly spoken by peoples who live in a tropical environment. It is possible that peoples in tropical surroundings need slightly different colour terms than peoples living in northern areas and totally different weather conditions. However, none of the studies refer to this difference.

The Uralic languages have also been subjects of research into basic colour term systems. Probably the largest and most thorough study of the colour terms in Uralistics is Mauno Koski’s study of basic colour terms in the Finnic languages (1983). Koski reaches the conclusion that the system of colour terms in the Finnic languages developed mainly after the Proto-Finnic stage. The only common Finnic colour terms are (in Finnish) valkea ‘white’, musta ‘black’ and sininen ‘blue’ (Koski 1983: 246). Koski suggests that Finnic sini ‘blue’ filled the black-blue category, but under the influence of Russian sinij ‘dark blue’ its denotation has moved to the blue-green area. He explains his suggestion by saying that the Finnic sini stem words refer to the same entities and verbs as the musta stem words, e.g. sinelmä, mustelma ‘bruise’ and the verbs si(i)ntää, mustottaa ‘loom dark, loom in the distance’ (1983: 248–249). As Finnic sini– has a cognate in Mordvin, E sei, M senem ‘blue’ (Turunen 2002: 177), Koski (1983: 248–249) suggests that in the Finnic-Volgaic protolanguage (if there was one) the term for light colours was *ačka and the term for dark colours *sine. Both terms have moved from their original foci in the colour chart, as Fi hahka denotes ‘grey’ and the derivates of *sine have ‘blue’ as their foci in both the Finnic and Mordvin languages.

Koski has excluded all terms for red from Proto-Finnic, because the Finnic languages have no common term for red. Koski’s conclusion concerning the colour terms in Proto-Finnic does not take into account the possibility that a colour term could have replaced an older one in the case of the terms for red. Also István Futáky (1981) has studied the Finno-Ugric colour terms etymologically. He suggests one kind of colour system in Proto-Finno-Ugric, where he assumes that also a term for ‘red’ has existed in the Finno-Ugric protolanguage. I will comment Futáky’s system later in this article.

Mari Uusküla (2008) has studied the basic colour terms in Finnish, Estonian, Hungarian and also Czech. She concluded that if there are two terms in a language denoting the same colour category, only one of them is basic (e.g. Hungarian piros ‘red’ and vörös ‘(blood) red’, of which piros is a basic colour term, cf. Uusküla 2008: 11). She has also noted that the foci of a colour, i.e. the best examples representing
certain colours, differ slightly from one language to another, although already Berlin and Kay (1969) assumed that the foci of a colour term are universal.

Also some individual Uralic languages have been studied according to their systems of colour terms: Mansi (Sipőcz 1994), Moksha Mordvin (Turunen 2002) and Estonian (Sutrop 1995, 2000). Common to all the studies concerning the colour terms in the Uralic languages is that they challenge Berlin and Kay’s theory and/or the definition of a basic colour term that they make. Turunen compares the etymological background of the basic colour terms to Berlin and Kay’s theory of the terms emerging in language. She concludes that the emergence of colour terms in the Mordvin languages does not follow Berlin and Kay’s assumptions. However, the study does not take account the fact that colour terms tend to change just like any other words. It is always uncertain which colour terms have been replaced by other terms, and which terms are made for a “new” colour. Turunen also criticizes the criterion that young loanwords are not basic colour terms and she asks what a young loanword is exactly.

One of the latest studies is Johanna Parviainen’s Master’s Thesis (2010) in which she compares Finnish and Hungarian idioms that include colour terms. This study is more cultural than other studies mentioned above. In her study Parviainen found that the colour terms used most often in idioms both in Hungarian and Finnish refer to black and white.

2.2. Semantic development and its patterns

2.2.1. Unidirectionality

In this chapter I approach colour terms from an etymological point of view. There is a universal tendency that the meaning of a word develops from concrete to abstract (Futaky 1981: 53). Thus, a prototypical red thing such as blood may give its feature, colour, to a more abstract use: a blood-coloured car ‘red car’. Like many other words in language, also adjectives are replaced by other adjectives. The patterns of semantic change seem to be similar: an old word is usually replaced with a new one taken from the same type of semantic environment as the previous one. For instance, in the Finno-Ugric languages the word *punata originally denoted ‘hair, fur’. In modern Finnish the denotation is ‘red’ (punainen), but the Erzya Mordvin cognate pona denotes ‘colour’ in addition to the original denotation ‘hair; wool’ (SSA 1995: 427). The same semantic change can be seen in the Finnish word karva whose primary meaning is ‘hair, fur’. From this karva an adjective karvainen ‘of some colour’ has been derived, which is used in compounds like kullankarvainen ‘of golden colour’. The semantic change is the same in both words:

‘hair’ > ‘some specific colour, usually red or brown’ > ‘colour’

The development is unidirectional, i.e. it does not go backwards (Croft 2003: 252).
2.2.2. Prototypicality

One naming motivation is prototypicality. Blood is red, and for example Hungarian has a word for red, vörös, which means literally ‘bloody’. In English an orange-coloured fruit has given its typical feature to the colour term orange. Taylor (1991: 14) suggests that also the stability of colour focality noticed by Berlin and Kay as well as many others, has to do with the stability of certain attributes that are the prototypical referents of a certain colour.

For white, Ulla Jäppinen (1999: 65) assumes that the prototypical exemplar would be snow. However, the oldest Uralic words for white do not mean snow but light, sun and, in some cases, purity and cleanliness. Also in Jäppinen’s examples only Latin niveus ‘white, snowy’ is a non-compound word that refers to both white and snow. In Finnish the word lumivalkoinen ‘snowwhite’ is commonly used, but it is a compound like German schneeweiss and English snowwhite. In Berlin and Kay’s theory the basic colour terms must be monomorphemic, i.e. compounds are not accepted as basic colour terms.

The prototypical black entity in nature is coal. The prototypicality of coal as black can be seen in the Finnish compound sysimusta ‘coal-black’, which is an exact counterpart to lumivalkoinen ‘snowwhite’. One could assume that the word for black might come from a word denoting ‘coal’, which in Proto-Uralic was *šūde (> Fi sysi ‘coal’). However, just as with terms for white, also the terms for black do not seem to have etymological connections to *šūde.

Ronald W. Casson has studied how the colour terms in English have changed from denoting brightness to denoting hues (1997: 224–239). He maintains that in Old English the colour terms denoted primarily brightness, but towards Middle and Modern English the denotation has mostly turned to hues. The English term black is descended from Proto-Indo-European (PIE) *bhleg- ‘shine, flash, burn’ (~ Proto-Germanic *blakaz ‘burned’, Watkins 1985: 6). Old English blaec was a brightness term, but it had also a sense of hue: ‘burnt, scorched’. Middle English blak was applied to the darkness of night and clouds, but more extensively to the hue of coal, soot; pigment and ink; hair, beard; cloth, clothing and mourning garb, etc. (Casson 1997: 227–228). The same semantic fields occur also in the data of the Uralic languages presented in Chapter 3.1.

There are four basic English colour terms reconstructed for Proto-Indo-European: white, black, red and yellow (Shields 1979). According to Casson (1997: 227), English has as many as seven basic colour terms that are etymologically of Proto-Indo-European origin. The case in the Uralic languages is totally different: most of the colour terms are borrowed from other languages, most recently e.g. Fi oranssi ‘orange’ < Eng orange. Colour terms tend to be borrowed even when the language already has a term for a certain colour, for example when Lude borrowed the term žółtie ‘yellow’ from Russian жёлтый ‘id.’ even though it already had a word keldaine ‘yellow’ (Ojanen 1985: 70, 282). The reason for this kind of change may be communicative, i.e. the need to adjust the colour chart in Lude to match the one in Russian.
Concerning the Finno-Ugric protolanguage (PFU), István Futaky (1981: 52) has studied the colour terms that could be reconstructed for PFU and suggests a three-colour system which is presented in Figure 2.
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The system Futaky presents is close to MacLaury and Casson’s idea of a brightness category. It does not merge the difference between brightness and hue, as can be seen in the semantic fields presented in the chart. Futaky’s colour term system is based on prototypicality, and the bottom line of his reconstruction is Berlin and Kay’s theory of the development of colour terms. He selects the words that, by his assumptions, could semantically be colour terms in Proto-Uralic, and he concludes that a probable candidate for white is PFU *wal-k3- (> e.g. Fi valkea ‘white, light, shiny; shine, light’) while candidates for black are PFU *kum3- (> MdE kovol ‘cloud’, Ko kimer ‘cloud’, Hu homály ‘dim, dimness; darkness (of light)’ (UEW: 204) and Proto-Uralic *pílm3- ‘dark (of light)’ (> e.g. Fi pimeä ‘id.’, see e.g. Janhunen 1981). However, neither of the words that Futaky suggests for the semantic field ‘dark’ or ‘black’ have the denotation ‘black’ or any other colour in the present-day Uralic languages. The former denotes ‘cloud’ and ‘darkness (of light)’, and the latter ‘dark (of light)’ (SSA 1995: 367). This is something fundamentally different from e.g. English and German, where Eng dark and Ger dunkel denote both darkness of light and of colour. The English term dark comes from Proto-Germanic *derkaz (> Old English deorc ‘dark, obscure, gloomy; sad, cheerless; sinister, wicked’), the original denotation of which was ‘absence of light’, especially at night. The denotation of colour emerged as late as the 16th century (Harper 2001–2011). In some dialects of Estonian the word pime means also darkness of colour (Oja 1999: 196). However, this denotation occurs in dialects that are close to the borders of Estonia and thus one may assume that the denotation of the darkness of colour has been influenced by neighbouring languages, e.g. German which has had a great impact on Estonian.

Based on MacLaury and Casson’s notions of colours dividing into categories of brightness and of hue, I suggest that in the Finno-Ugric protolanguage there were two, probably simultaneous systems, one referring to brightness (Figure 3) and the other to the opposite pairs of cleanliness and dirtiness, and also hues (Figure 4).
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The reason to place other colour terms in the same figure with the field dirtiness–
cleanliness is based on Casson’s system of two categories, one brightness and the
other hue. Also Latin, which has fewer colour terms than Modern English, has two
terms each for black and white; *ater* ‘black’, *niger* ‘shiny black’, *albus* ‘white’, *can-
didus* ‘brilliant, bright white’ (Taylor 1991: 4).

Casson maintains that the entire colour system has changed from brightness to
hues, and thus he does not present a simultaneous two-category system as I do here.
According to Casson, many of the chromatic colours have referred also to some state
of brightness, for example *red* which was a hue-dominated term but denoted also
luminosity and reflectivity, e.g. flames, fire, lightning, dawn and also gold and sword-
edges (Casson & Gardner 1992: 396). Although I present here two systems as simulta-
neous, they are not necessarily so. The categories can be seen as semantic motivations
where the terms for black and white have developed.

Both systems presented above are expected to develop colour terms, but it is
uncertain whether the categories can overlap. The answer can be sought by monitor-
ing the semantic extensions that the different terms for black and white have, and this
is what I shall do in the next chapter.

3. Etymological explanations and semantic motives in the terms for ‘black’
in the Uralic languages

The following presents etymological data given for the terms for ‘black’ in the Uralic
languages. The words are collected from dictionaries, both synchronic and etymo-
logical. In addition, some examples of use collected from text samples, studies and
chrestomathies are provided.

Some dictionaries contain more than one word for ‘black’ and it is not always
easy to define which is the basic colour term. Many of the dictionaries give examples
of usage, e.g. verbs and compounds, which makes it easier to define what words might
be the basic colour terms. The examples of usage help also to define the additional denotations, although usually they are too few to show how widely used they are. However, in some instances the examples are few and it is unclear what types of use the word has. Especially problematic is the translation *dark* (German *dunkel* ‘dark’) as it refers to both darkness of light and colour. However, usually the examples refer only to the darkness of colour. The Uralic data displays a division between darkness of light and colour. In some cases also informants have helped with this problem of translation.

The words are presented in separate articles, but etymologically related words are discussed together in a single article, e.g. the term for black in Mansi, *sēmel*, is presented together with the Mari term *šem* because of the possible etymological connection they have.

3.1. Data

3.1.1. Finnic *musta*

PFi *musta* ‘black; dirty’ > Fi *musta* ‘black’, Ing *musta* ‘black, dark (colour); dirty’, Ka *musta* ‘black, dark (colour); dark (of light); dirty’, Lu *must(ε) ‘id.’, *muzed* ‘dark (of colour), blackish’, Ve *must* ‘black’, *muza* ‘dark (of colour)’, darkish, Vo *mussa*, Est *must* ‘black; dirty’, Li *mustā* ‘black; dirty’ (SSA 1995: 183; Koski 1983: 59–63; Zaiceva 2010: 261)

= PSaa *moste*- > SaaN *mostas* ‘thick, cloudy, muddy, not clear (of fish-oil and boiled fat)’ (Koivulehto 2001: 71, Nielsen 1979: 690), SaaS māstodh ‘take fright, get wild (of driving reindeer)’, SaaLu māstōs ‘heavy, depressed (of head); angry’, SaaIn *mostos* ‘dark (of colour)’, SaaSko mōttad ‘stick; get dirty (vessel, cloth), become black’ (Bergslund & Magga 1993: 199; LuLpW: 560; InLpW 1987: 156; T. I. Itkonen 1958: 897)

< * PGerm *muta- > Nr *must* ‘steam, fog’ (Koivulehto 2001: 71)

The common term for ‘black’ in the Finnic languages is *musta*: Fi *musta*, Ing *musta*, Ka *musta*, Lu, Ve, Est *must*, Li *mustā* (Koski 1983: 59–63). It has parallel variants *museum*, *muzeva* ‘dark (of colour), blackish’ (SSA 1995: 183; Koski 1983: 59–63) and in some Veps dialects *must* (Koski 1983: 59–63; Mullonen & Zaiceva 1971: 339). Veps has also a word *muza* that does not denote ‘black’ but ‘dark (of colour)’ (Zaiceva 2010: 261). The Finnish and Karelian variants *musea* (Ka *musie*) and *museva* (in Karelian also the forms *musava*, *musova*) do not denote exactly ‘black’ but rather moderate ‘blackish, dark’. In Lude and Veps the word *muzav* has also denotations ‘(dark) brown’ and ‘dark grey’.

In addition to referring to the colour ‘black’ (in Ingrian and Karelian also ‘dark (colour)’), the Finnish term *musta* and its cognates in the other Finnic languages denote ‘dirty’ (SSA 1995: 183, see further different meanings in Koski 1983). Koski
assumes that the denotation of dirtiness might be borrowed from German, Latvian and some dialects of Russian. One must consider the possibility that the denotation ‘dirty’ may be older than the denotation ‘black’.

The denotations common to all Finnic languages are ‘black’ and ‘dirty’. In some Finnic languages such as Ingrian, the derivates of Proto-Finnic *musta mean also a dark colour. In Karelian and dialects of Finnish the colour term for black means also lack of light. Koski (1983: 62) assumes that in many languages the term for black may have a secondary metaphorical denotation of darkness (lack of light), especially when referring to night (also Jäppinen 1999: 111). In Karelian the denotation ‘dark (of light)’ has been lexicalized:

\[
\text{nämä on mussat päivät, ei soa ní midä ommella}
\]

These be.prs.3 black.pl day.pl neg.sg3 can.neg nothing sew.inf
‘These are black days, one cannot see to sew anything’ (Koski 1983: 62; KKS 1983: 381).

However, the secondary nature of the meaning ‘dark (of light)’ is still visible, as the informants have tended to add the word pimie ‘dark (of light)’ to explain what they mean: mustad päiväd, pimied ‘black days, dark (ones)’ (Koski 1983: 62).

It has been assumed that the word museva was borrowed into Saami: SaaLu måssä ‘grey or white-grey reindeer’, måsåk ‘yellow (of a dog); grey (of a reindeer), måskå ‘hoary (of reindeer)’, SaaN mosat ‘greyish reindeer’ (SKES 1958: 353; SSA 1995: 183). However, this assumption is not phonologically or semantically correct. Instead, the SaaN word muzet ‘brownish-black reindeer’ is probably borrowed from Finnic, as presented in SKES.

Thus far, the most probable etymology for Finnish musta has been given by Jorma Koivulehto (2001: 71), who connected it with the SaaN mosttas ‘thick, cloudy, muddy, not clear (of fish-oil and boiled fat)’. He suggests a Germanic origin for the Finno-Saamic word: Proto-Germanic *mus-ta- > e.g. Norwegian must ‘steam, fog’ (ibid.). Häkkinen (2004: 745) explains the semantic connection by saying that in weather conditions fogginess is understood as dark or gloomy.

The word mosttas is not included in Juhani Lehtiranta’s list of words common to the Saami languages (1989). However, the word seems have the following cognates in other Saami languages: T. I. Itkonen (1958: 24) has connected North Saami mosttas to the Skolt mōsttađ ‘stick; become dirty (vessel, cloth), become black’ and Inari Saami mostos ‘dark’, mostođ ‘lose its colour, bleach, become darker (clothing), lose the silvering’. Lagercrapntz (1939: 493) has suggested a cognate in Lule Saami måstös ‘heavy, depressed (of the feeling in the head); angry’, måstōtṛ ‘cook so heavily that the soup fat mixes with the bouillon’. In addition, the South Saami verb måstodh ‘take fright, get wild (of driving reindeer)’ is probably cognate with SaaN mosttas, although it is semantically more abstract than its cognates. Phonologically this comparison is unproblematic. Semantically it is valid if we assume that the present-day form originates from the denotation ‘stirred, fuzzy’, as in SaaLu måstös ‘heavy, depressed;
a bit angry’. According to the words presented above, the Proto-Saami reconstruction would be *moste- which, in principle, can be cognate with Proto-Finnic *musta. The Saami branch has mostly the denotation ‘unclear, thick, stirred’, whereas in the Finnic languages the common denotation is ‘black; dirty’. The denotations of ‘black’ and ‘dirty’ in Skolt and Inari Saami may be borrowed from Finnic, or they may be an inner development such as the Old English salu ‘sallow’ (> Eng sallow) that had sense of brightness ‘dark, dusky’ and sense of hue ‘dirty, discoloured’ (Casson & Gardner 1992: 395).

Koivulehto connects also the Saami adjective moskkus ‘cloudy’ (< PSaa *moskē, Lehtiranta 1989: 76–77; Koivulehto 2001: 71) to the words listed above, and argues that in Proto-Germanic there was a parallel form *mus-ka- (> Icel mosk ‘dust’, Nr musk ‘dust, dust clouds, cloudiness, darkness, sprinkle’, Swiz muschen ‘smudge’, also Nr svart-musken ‘very dark’, Koivulehto 2001: 71). Concerning the borrowing of the given word it must be noted that, in fact, the latter stem corresponds one-to-one with Veps musket ‘black’. Koivulehto does not explain the rise of the other derivational types represented in Fi, Ka museva, Ly muszed that have no word-internal -t- or -k-. However, due to both semantic and formal similarities, they clearly belong together with Ve musket and Fi musta. Valmen Hallap (1983) notes that in the Finnic languages, the derivational suffixes -eA and -keA display ampler variation, and they may be mutually replaced without semantic change, as in the Finnish adjectives vireä ‘lively, sprite’ and virkeä ‘id.’.

In short, Proto-Finnic *musta and Proto-Saami *moste- are cognates, and they are borrowed from Proto-Germanic *mus-ta. Koivulehto suggests that Saami *moskē (> e.g. SaaN moskkus ‘cloudy’) may be borrowed from Proto-Germanic *mus-ka- (> e.g. Nr musk ‘dust, dust clouds, cloudiness, darkness, sprinkle’) that is a parallel form for *mus-ta. If this suggestion is correct, then also Veps musket ‘black’ could be borrowed from Proto-Germanic. The forms musea, museva can be explained as analogical forms. The phonological variation can be explained so that the words musta and Veps musket needed a “basic” form and thus the words museva, musea were formed to fulfil the suffixal analogy. The Veps form muza ‘dark (of colour)’ could also be explained by analogy, which means that muza does not need to be the form from which muszed is borrowed. However, the possibility must also be considered that muza could be original, and then Koivulehto’s etymology would be more difficult to maintain.

The original Germanic meaning of Proto-Finnic *musta and Proto-Saami *moste- has naturally left traces in the semantic extensions of the word. Dirtiness and murkiness are primary meanings in Saami, where the semantic development has not lead to a colour term. Also in the Finnic term, where the common primary denotation is ‘black’, the earlier denotations are still visible. Koski has assumed that the denotation of dirtiness in Finnic is borrowed from the neighbouring languages. Koivulehto’s etymology removes the need to assume a semantic loan because dust is also dirty and thus the semantic development towards ‘dirty’ can be expected.
3.1.2. Saamic *čăppe


The Saami languages have a common term for black, PSaa *čăppe ‘black’, but the etymology beyond Proto-Saami is yet unknown. The semantic extensions of this colour term denote neither dirtiness nor darkness (of light). Instead, emptiness and invisibility is something very typical to at least the North Saami čăhppat. It can be seen also in the verb čăhpodit ‘become black; become quite black; disappear’. The denotation of disappearance can be found also in an Inari Saami idiom, which, however, may also be borrowed from North Saami Ćăhpo mu! ‘Get lost’ (example from Idström & Morottaja 2006: 13):

*Te koolgah čăpudit!*

prt must.sg2 become.black.inf

‘Get lost!’

The adjective čăhppat is used also of a sea or a lake that has no fish in it (Sammallahti 1989: 77), and probably also the North Saami idiom čăhppes geafit ‘poverty-struck’ has the idea of emptiness behind it. This same idiom is known also in Lule Saami. Many other Uralic languages, such as Finnish mustottaa ‘loom, be visible in the distance’ and Erzya Mordvin rauždoms ‘loom black, start to shine black’ have at least some kind of idea of being visible, not invisible as in (North and Lule) Saami. It is possible that the idea of murkiness has caused a development towards invisibility. The additional meanings to the terms for ‘black’ in Saami are highly negative; e.g. SaaIn čăppardas ‘devil’, Lu tjăhputit ‘be black; (fig.) be bad, evil, godless’. Also in other Uralic languages such as Moksha Mordvin (see next chapter) the negative aspect is visible.

Some attempts have been made to identify cognates to Saami *čăppe*, but they have been rejected mostly because of phonological difficulties. For instance, Wiklund (1894: 117) has connected SaaN čăhppat with Fi hăpeä ‘shame’, but this comparison is not valid due to the initial consonant: Saami č- does not correspond to Finnish h-. Instead, the correspondence of SaaN č- should be s- in Finnish. The denotations referring to emptiness and somewhat total loss are unique when compared to other Uralic languages. Although these denotations may be a later development from the colour term, it must be considered that these special denotations could be even older than the colour term itself.
3.1.3. Mordvin *rauvužo, rauvřa

PMd *rauv- → E *rauvužo, raužo ‘black, dark; dirty’, (dial.) raužosto ‘dirty’, M rauvža ‘black, dark; dirty; (dial.) devil; black clothes, mourning garb’ (MdWB 1994: 1887–1888)

? = Fi rapa ‘mud; mire; gravel, rubble; fragile, crispy’, Ka raba(h)ine ‘muddy’, Est raba ‘marsh’

In the Mordvin languages the term for black is E *rauvužo, M rauvža. In Mordvin, as also in Finnic, the term has the additional denotation ‘dirty’. In some dialects it also has the denotation ‘devil’ (MdWB 1994: 1887–1888), but otherwise the denotations are much the same as in the Finnic languages. In some dialects of Moksha the word denotes also ‘mourning clothes’. However, this denotation may be borrowed, as in European cultures the colour of mourning is black (Jäppinen 1999: 107). The verbs derived from rauvžo refer to looming and being dirty, just like the Finnish verb mustottaa ‘loom dark, loom in the distance’: rauždoms ‘shine black, begin to shine black’, rauškadoms ‘black; begin to shine black; be dirty’ (MdWB 1994: 1887–1888). The translational problem is the denotation ‘dark’. According to an Erzya informant, the word refers mainly to the darkness of colour, but metaphorically it can be used for light, e.g. meneleš rauškadš ‘the sky darkened’.

The following riddle is an example of the use of colour terms in Erzya Mordvin:

Živojste ašo; kulomo karñi, jaksteğerdi; ojineze liši
life.ELA white die.VN begin.3SG become红色.3SG breath.3SG leave.3SG
rauvuškadi. – řenqeš.
become.black.3SG firewood.DEF

‘Living it is white; it starts to die, becomes red; its breath departs, it becomes black. – Firewood. (MdWB 1994: 1888).’

In this riddle we can see that sometimes it is hard to divide brightness from hue, especially when it comes to the word ‘white’. Is it a coincidence that these three “first” basic colour terms occur in a riddle that refers to an ancient entity: burning wood? The first stage of the firewood in the riddle refers probably to the white growing birch, which is the best type of firewood.

The origin of this colour term is thus far unknown. Structurally, a three-syllable word is presumably a derivation. Turunen (2002) has noted that the Mordvin ending E -ža, M -žo occurs in many colour terms. She explains that many colour terms have had the same ending in the first place (piže ‘green’, ožo ‘yellow’), and so this ending has been connected with colour terms and consequently e.g. raužo has been formed by using the -ž as a suffix. In Mordvin there is a moderative adjective suffix -ža, for instance E bérán ‘bad’ → beraža, E piže ‘green’ → pižéža (Bartens 1999: 109; Serebrennikov 1967: 77), and it may have been used in forming a new adjective from a stem *rauvž. There is only one word that looks similar to the stem and it is the
name of the river Volga: **rav, rava** (MdWB 1994: 1887–1888). Support for a connection between the colour term and the name of the river is the idiom **Mon rauškadiň rav(-)lopaks**. ‘I was as black as the Volga-leaf’. This connection may be etymological, phonological (rhyme) or metaphorical (the blackened leaves in the Volga River).

The colour black is usually a very typical appellative in place names, but according to Rahkonen (2009: 178) there are no Mordvin place names formed with **ravužo, ravuža**. Instead, Rahkonen (ibid.) notes that the term used in Erzya Mordvin place names is **čem-**, which is probably identical with Mari šeme ‘black’.

The Mordvin stem **ravu-** could be cognate with Finnish **rapa** ‘mud, mire; gravel, rubble; fragile, crisp’ (Janne Saarikivi, p.c.). The SSA (2000: 49) suggests that Finnish **rapa** ‘mud, mire; gravel, rubble; fragile, crispy’ is of the same “onomatopoic-descriptive” origin as **rapea** ‘fragile; crispy’. The assumption of an onomatopoic-descriptive origin is probably based on a connection with the verb **rapista** ‘rustle; fall’. Descriptive or onomatopoic-descriptive explanations are very typical in the SSA, although descriptiveness or sound symbolism is rarely valid as an etymological explanation (see e.g. Saarikivi 2006, Aikio 2009).

Semantically Finnish **rapa** and Mordvin **ra(v)užo** could fit together, because the semantic shift between ‘black’ and ‘dirty’ seems possible in e.g. Finnic languages as demonstrated above (in Chapter 3.1.1), and it is present also in the Mordvin languages. A parallel example is German **schwarz** ‘black’ which means also ‘dirty’ and comes from Proto-Germanic *swartaz ‘black’, in turn from PIE *swordo- ‘dirty, dark, black’ (Harper 2001–2011).

3.1.4. Mari šem(e)

PMA *şims > H šem(e) ‘black; dirty; black(blood), brown (of skin)’, šemalže ‘dark (of colour)’, M šimi ‘black’ (TschWb: 671)


Or = ManN E sēmēl, W sēmēl, S ściţmēl ‘black’ (Lytkin 1970: 258) < PFU *ššm3

Mari šem(e) is semantically somewhat identical to Finnish musta. In addition, blood can be described with šem(e), as well as the brown colour of skin (TschWb: 671). There is a verb šememeş ‘the sky gets dark’.

The etymology of this term is still unknown, but it has been compared to various Uralic words such as Finnish hāmärä-, hāmärā ‘dim’ (e.g. Setälä 1899: 267; Lytkin 1970: 258). This assumption has been rejected (SSA 1992: 208), but the question of possible cognates for Finnish hāmärä- is still being discussed (e.g. Koponen 2009).

Lytkin (1970: 258) compares Mari šem to Komi sim ‘rust, rusty; dark (colour)’, a term which occurs also in compounds like simgerd ‘dark red’ and derivatives like simja
(Udora dialect) ‘cloudy (of weather)’. Komi *sim* and Mari *šem* are compared also to Mansi *sëmèl*, dial. *sëmèl* ‘black’. Lytkin has assumed Mansi K *simil* ‘rust’ to be a variant of the word *sëmèl*, but according to the dictionary of Munkácsi and Kálmán (1986: 547) they are separate words, and the one with the meaning ‘rust, rusty’ is a loanword from Komi (also Rédei 1970: 150). In addition, Komi *sim* does not belong together with the words suggested by Lytkin for phonological reasons. The Komi initial *s*- should go back to *š*, not *š* as in Mansi, or *š* as in Finnish *hämä*-. In Mari the three sibilants have merged, and thus initial *š*- can be traced back to *š*, *š* or *š*.

To the same word group Lytkin adds also Mordvin E *čem*-: *čemeň*, M *šameň* ‘rust’ and Hungarian *szenny* ‘dirt’ (Lytkin 1970: 258). In later studies Hungarian *szenny* and the adjective *szennyes* ‘dirty’ have been compared to Hu *szén* ‘coal’ and it is thought probable that *szenny* and *szennyes* are irregular derivates from this (Zaicz 2006: 787).

Mordvin *čem*- ‘rust’ could phonologically be cognate with Mari *šem*, but semantically the comparison is problematic. This *čem*- occurs in hydronymics, whereas the expected *ravužo* ‘black’ does not (Rakhonen 2009: 178). It seems that in hydronymics the naming motivation would have been black, as in Mari *šem*. If the original meaning of Mordvin *čem-* was ‘black’ and the denotation ‘rust’ were a semantic loan from e.g. Komi, the comparison would be unproblematic.

For Mordvin *čem*- there is an additional meaning ‘mould that spoils corn’ in MdWb (1994: 235). Koponen (2009) has suggested that the Finnish word *häme* in *mennä hêmeeseen* ‘get sour, spoiled (of soup)’ and South Estonian *hämme(e)* ‘damp, wet’ are cognates with Md *čem*. The comparison is both phonologically and semantically valid, and Mari *šem* ‘black’ could be a cognate because the semantic development from ‘unclear’ to ‘black’ has occurred also in Finnish *musta* ‘black’, of which the Proto-Saami cognate *mostē* ‘unclear’ is parallel to the semantic development in Mari versus Mordvin and Finnic.

It is unclear, whether Finnish *hämärä* ‘dim’ is etymologically of the same origin as the *hämä* that refers to mould or some other substance that spoils food. The SSA (1992: 208) includes *hämä* under a word *hämätä* ‘bamboozle; confuse; amaze’ with a comment that also the words *hämärä* and *hämmentää* belong to the same descriptive-type group. Also Koponen (1998: 514) has suggested a descriptive group *hVm(m)*-, in which he later includes also Mari *šem* and Mordvin *čemen* (Koponen 2009). The word group he suggests is too vast and too heterogeneous to be reliable.

Also the ethnonym *Häme* ‘a province in Western Finland’, *hämäläinen* ‘a person living in Häme’ has been connected to the Finnish *hämärä* from time to time (e.g. Koivulehto 1997), but the connection is still uncertain. Koivulehto has suggested that all these words – *hämä* ‘ethnonym for western Finland’, *hämärä* ‘dim’, *hämmentää* ‘stir; confuse; embarrass’, and possibly also *hämä* in *mennä hêmeeseen* ‘get sour, spoiled (of food)’ – belong together and derive from Proto-Germanic *səma-* ‘dark (of human); dim, cloudy’ (Koivulehto 1998: 429). If this is the case, the Finnish words *hämä*, *hämärä* cannot be cognates with Mari *šem* ‘black’.

Mari *šem* is not a cognate of Komi *sim*, but it is probable that it is related either to Finnish *häme* or Mansi *sëmèl* ‘black’. Both options are not possible because
Finnish *hämä-* should go back to Proto-Uralic *šəmō* while Mansi *SEMô* goes back to PU *šəmô*. The fact that the sibilants *s* and ñ occur in different dialects of Mansi suggests an ancient origin (Honti 1986: 260) and thus supports the assumption that this word should have relatives also in other Uralic languages.

### 3.1.5. Permic *šôd*

\[ PP⇒ *šôd > Ko šed ‘black; dirty; target (in shooting)’, Udm šed, šôd, šed ‘black, dark (of colour); (dialect) dirty’ (Csúcs 2005: 378; Wichmann & Uotila 1942: 246; Wichmann 1987: 232) \]

? = Fi *sonta ‘muck, dung’, Ma šandô, šondô ‘muck, dung; urine’ (Wichmann 1954: 103)

In the Permic languages the term for ‘black’ is in Komi and dialects of Udmurt šed. The translations do not distinguish between darkness of light and colour. However, in derivatives the denotation seems to be ‘dirty’ rather than ‘dark (of light)’, as can be seen in Ko *šedamni ‘be black or dirty’, šedašnji ‘become or get dirty; (?) shine black’ (Wichmann & Uotila 1942: 246). An interview with an Udmurt informant confirmed that Udm šed does not refer to darkness of light, only of colour.

The Proto-Uralic ancestor of Permic šed would be reconstructed as *šəntô* or *šəmô*. Wichmann (1954:103) has connected the Permic words with Finnish *sonta ‘muck, dung’, which is cognate with Mari šandô, šondô ‘muck, dung, Abtritt, urine’ (E. Itkonen 1953: 163, SSA 2000: 199). Phonologically Wichmann’s comparison is unproblematic, but in UEW (764–765) this etymology has been rejected due to semantic differences, as also in SSA. However, already earlier in this chapter we have seen that the semantic development from ‘dirt’ to ‘black’ is more regular than exceptional in the Uralic languages, and therefore I see no reason to discard Wichmann’s etymology.

### 3.1.6. Ugric *pâkkâ-tya*

\[ > Kha *pîtî, N (dialect) pôyaz ‘black; bear meat; N (dialect also) ‘(dark) blue’, Hu fekete ‘black; dark (of colour); fig. dark (of light); black coffee’ (Zaicz 2006: 205) \]

Man *pit, pîti ‘black; bear; dark (of light)’ (Sipõcz 1994: 54) < Kha *pîtî, pôyaz (Munkácsi & Kálmán 1986: 444a)

The Ugric languages have a common term for black that has no denotation of dirtiness. The Ugric languages have one common term for ‘black’: Khanty *pîti, pôyaz (Paasonen & Donner 1926: 176), Mansi *pît, pîti, and Hu fekete (Zaicz 2006: 205). Mansi *pît, pîti has probably been borrowed from Khanty (Munkácsi & Kálmán 1986: 444a), and according to Sipõcz (1994: 103), the semantic field of use is more restricted than that of *SEMô ‘black*. 
This term does not seem to have undergone a semantic extension to ‘dirty’, but it does have a denotation ‘dark (of light)’. The extension may be secondary, as in Hungarian it is used figuratively. This seems to be the case in the Finnic languages. Interestingly, Khanty piñ has also the denotation ‘bear meat’. Unfortunately the dictionaries of Khanty do not give examples of the word’s use in this denotation, and thus also the reasons to refer to meat with the term for black remain unknown. It may refer to the edibility of the meat just as musta liha ‘black meat’ in Finnish. Another possibility is that it is an euphemism because of the taboo nature of words referring to the bear, a rather common phenomenon in the Uralic languages. The Khanty term refers also to evil, as it is used in pwa wencap ‘devil’ (DEWOS: 1135; KT: 682), literally “black-foreheaded”. It occurs also in pwa jänk, literally “black water” denoting ‘spirits’ (ibid.), although the colour of the liquor is definitely not black.

The compounds presented in e.g. Khanty are names for animals and denote colour, e.g. pwykcarap ‘black woodpecker’ (Paasonen 1926: 176). In Mansi it is used in compounds denoting darkness in a colour: pittëlp ‘bled blood, dark red’ (Sipócz 1994: 54). Also some kind of evil is present in pittoram ‘underworld’ (ibid.), which is parallel with North Saami căhppesäibmu ‘underworld’, literally “black-air”.

Johanna Parviainen (2010) has studied Finnish and Hungarian idioms that include a colour term. She presents an idiom A fekete bika (a) labujiara hágot ‘a black ox trod on the toe’, which refers to death. Here, the colour black is a symbol of death. The idiom seems typical for Hungarian, but it does not exist in Finnish (Parviainen 2010: 61). Many idioms in Hungarian have been borrowed from German, e.g. fekete könyv < Ger Schwarzbuch ‘black book or list’ (Zaicz 2006: 205), and it is possible that German has idioms referring to the black ox as a symbol of death. Thus far I have not been able to find any, which suggests that the Hungarian idiom may be original or borrowed from some language other than German.

One idiom in Parviainen’s data refers to dirtiness (Parviainen 2010: 66): fekete tehénnek is fehér a teje ‘The black cow’s milk (is) also white’. It means that the income one gets from dirty work is equal to the income of anyone else. Parviainen suggests that the colour black in this idiom refers to the dirtiness of the work one does, while fehér ‘white’ refers to the good and honest income.

Parviainen (2010: 76) concludes that the Hungarian idioms with fekete have negative denotations. They refer to dirt, evil, illegality and also death. However, many of the idioms are borrowed from other languages, and thus the reliability of original denotations is small. Especially fekete referring to dirtiness is rather unclear, as the idiom presented above is rather abstract and it is difficult to determine what kind of dirtiness lies behind this idiom.

There are a few possibilities for reconstructing a Proto-Ugric form: *pökts, *pöks or *pöks-tts, depending on which language is the starting point. The latest etymological dictionary of Hungarian uses the form *pöks-tts (Zaicz 2006: 205) and assumes that *-tts is a denominal derivational suffix. Thus the Ugric stem would be *pöks, although it is rather strange that also Khanty has the -t- in the ending: piñ, pyt. This same ending can be seen also in some other Khanty colour terms, e.g. warts ‘red’ that is derived from war ‘blood’ (= Fi veri ‘id.’). This is typical only for Khanty and it
seems to be used only in some colour terms. It is possible that this suffix has referred only to colours, just like the Nganasan suffix -kuo in e.g. tusajkuo ‘black’ (more in Chapter 3.3.4). In Mansi there seems to be no such ending (if it is assumed that the Mansi colour term pít, piti ‘black’ is a loanword from Khanty), and in Hungarian this ending is very rare, especially among adjectives (Papp 1969: 107).

Theoretically, the Khanty ending (suffix?) -t3 could date back to the Uralic adjectival suffix *-t4. The last vowel is problematic, as it should have disappeared. However, according to Korhonen (1991: 70) and Kulonen (1993: 80), phonemes which carry suffixal meaning may change differently than phonemes in other positions.

3.1.7. Nenets *para-


In many Samoyed languages, adjectives are not a morphological class or the nature of adjectives is at least unclear (see more on adjectives in Samoyed in e.g. Szeverényi 2005). Some adjectival denotations are referred to with verbs, others with nouns. In a verb, the adjectival meaning is constructed with a participle suffix, which is a typical way of forming adjectives also in other languages such as Finnish (see e.g. Koivisto 1987). This concerns also colour terms. For instance, in Nenets the word for ‘black’ is a verb and the word for ‘white’ is a noun. One reason for such a division between word classes can be found in the etymological background.

The Samoyed languages do not have a common term for ‘black’. However, the North Samoyed languages Nenets and Enets have a common term for ‘black’: NeT paryi (verb) ‘be black’ > paryide ‘black’, En pôlzêd ‘be black’ > polzêda, polzêde ‘black (participle)’ (Lehtisalo 1956:339–340; Katzschmann & Pusztay 1978: 175). Almost all uses of the term for ‘black’ seem to denote purely colour or oppositeness to ‘white’ as in the names for the Arctic fox in summer, paridéňa noxo ‘black fox’, and in winter, сôp’ noxo ‘white fox’ (Tereščenko 1965: 317b, 447b).

The Tundra Nenets derivation parîkku means not only black but also the genitals of a woman or a female animal (Lehtisalo 1956: 339–340). The female genitalia tend to have a negative or taboo status in various cultures. In the light of that knowledge, we may assume that the term for black would also have a negative affect, although this kind of semantic extension does not seem to occur in the other Uralic languages.

The words in both Nenets and Enets remind one greatly of the verbs meaning ‘burn’: NeT parâ (Janhunen 1977: 114), En forâbâdo (Katzschmann & Pusztay 1978: 175), which date back to a Proto-Samoyed form *pôra- ‘burn (intr.)’ (Janhunen
1977: 114). Phonologically the Proto-Samoyed reconstruction *pərə- could lie behind Proto-Nenets *pər̥i- ‘be black’ (the Proto-Nenets reconstruction suggested by Lotta Jalava, p.c.). The comparison is also supported by the fact that the words for ‘black’ in this case are verbs. Thus it is conceivable that they have developed from a verb, while the term for white, NeT ser, which is a noun, has presumably developed from a noun meaning ‘ice’ (Janhunen 1977: 138). Semantically this comparison is unproblematic. A semantic parallel occurs in English where the word black derives from PIE *bhleg- ‘shine, flash, burn’ (Watkins 1985: 6).

Proto-Samoyed *pərə- ‘burn (intr.)’ has not been linked with Proto-Uralic *palai-‘id.’ (> Fi palaa ‘burn (intr.)’, Saän buollit ‘id.’), although they are semantically similar. The reason for this lack of connection is phonological, namely that PU *-l- should have changed to *-j- inProto-Samoyed. However, this type of semantic and phonological similarity may be a sign that the sound changes from Proto-Uralic to Proto-Samoyed have not been fully studied.

3.1.8. Selkup sākə

sākə ‘black’

?= Kam sāyər ‘black’ (SWB 2004: 371), En ḡōgə, zāo ‘black’ (Joki 1956: 13)

? < Ev caxə, cakapūn ‘black, dark’ (KWB 1944: 56, SWB 2004: 371)

Donner assumed that sākə belongs etymologically together with Kamas sāyər, sār ‘black’ (SWB 2004: 371), which has been compared to Evenki caxə, cakapūn ‘black’ (KWB 1944: 56b). Probably also Enets ḡōgə, zāo ‘black’ (Joki 1956: 13; Katzschmann & Pusztay 1978: 186) belongs to this word group, but the etymological relations are unclear.

3.1.9. Nganasan ḡenkə and tusajkuo


~ Ngan hii, hiŋ ‘night’ < PS *pi ‘night’ (Janhunen 1977: 123)

tusajkuo (myscaɪku) ‘black’ (Szeverényi 2005: 86; in Katzschmann 2008: ‘dark’)

Other forms: myscaɪçuca ‘blacken, become black’, myscaɪkə‘a’black’ (Kosterkina et al. 2001: 90)

Nganasan has two terms for ‘black’, ḡenkə and tusajkuo. For instance, Szeverényi (2005: 86–87) does distinguish which is a basic colour term and which is not, although morphologically he mentions that the basic colour terms have their own marker (~kš). If his suggestion is correct, this means that only tusajkuo would be a basic colour term. However, the word tusajkuo does not occur in all dictionaries of Nganasan, unlike ḡenkə. In any event, I shall present both words in the following.
Nganasan *heŋkə* does not appear to have any denotation of darkness or dirtiness, a phenomenon that seems typical for all Samoyed languages. There is, however, the following riddle (Katzschmann 2008: 58):

\[ \eta i l \acute{d}u \ b\ddot{a}n\ddot{s}a \ heŋkə, \ b\ddot{a}n\ddot{t}u\ddot{o} \ kasi\ddot{t}i\ddot{t}i \ (\acute{n}i\acute{t}a). \]

*Its bottom is all black, from above it is steaming (a pot).’*

The blackness on the bottom of a kettle comes from soot, which is black. It is also dirty as it soils one’s hands if one touches it. Another example is *heŋkə* hurrə ‘cloud’, literally ‘black cloud’ (Sorokina & Bolina 2001: 95). This refers to darkness (of light), or the opposite of a clear sky. It can also refer only to the dark colour of the cloud as in Finnish *musta pilvi* ‘black cloud’.

Katzschmann (2008: 497) presents a nominal suffix -"ko, and gives examples ńeniŋkə ‘mosquito’ and sjólica ‘shadow soul (especially of a dead person)’. However, he gives no stems for these derivations, and therefore it is difficult to say, for instance, what kind of vowel shift is possible in the stem, and to what kind of stem it is possible to add the suffix. The word *heŋkə* is probably a derivation like the other examples given above, but the stem is unclear. Theoretically it might be possible to form heŋkə ‘black’ from hi ‘night’, which is a common Samoyed word (< PS *pi ‘night’, Janhunen 1977: 123). A problematic issue is that Katzschmann does not mention that the suffix -"ko could be used in derivational adjectives, and all his examples are nouns.

Katzschmann (2008: 312) mentions another word used for black in Nganasan: *tusajkuo* (mycaykoy). Wagner-Nagy mentions a suffix -"kuo, -jkə used in forming especially colour terms in Nganasan, e.g. *tusajkuo* ‘black’, todaku ‘yellow’ (Wagner-Nagy 2001: 160). She notes that the stems of these colour terms are unknown.

In the texts of Katzschmann’s Chrestomathie the word *tusajkuo* is used in the same story as *heŋkə*. Katzschmann has translated the word *tusajkuo* as ‘dark’ (Katzschmann 2008), but this division is uncertain as both *tusajkuo* and *heŋkə* are used as opposites to *sirə* ‘white’ (examples are from Katzschmann 2008: 136 while the English translations are by the author):

\[ \eta m\acute{a}j \ u\acute{u}\acute{s}\ddot{u}\ddot{d}a \ s\ddot{a}r\ddot{a} \ t\acute{a}t\acute{a}t\acute{n}i \ h\acute{u}t\ddot{u}r\ddot{a}\ddot{m}\ddot{a}\ddot{o}, \ \eta m\acute{a}j \ u\acute{u}\acute{s}\ddot{u}\ddot{d}a \ tusajkuo \ t\acute{a}t\acute{a}t\acute{n}i \ h\acute{u}t\ddot{u}r\ddot{a}\ddot{m}\ddot{a}\ddot{o}. \]

*One team (is) harnessed with white reindeer, [while] the other team (is) harnessed with dark reindeer.’*

\[ \hat{n}a \ a \ k\ddot{a}b\ddot{a} \ (\acute{a} \ \eta m\ddot{a}\ddot{t}\ddot{\acute{a}}\ddot{b}\ddot{t}u\ddot{r}u\acute{a} \ (\acute{a} \ s\ddot{r}\ddot{a} \ k\ddot{u}b\ddot{u} \ \acute{n}i, \ s\ddot{g}i\acute{u} \ (\ddot{a} \ \eta m\ddot{a}\ddot{t}\ddot{b}u\ddot{r}u\acute{a} \ (\acute{a} \ he\ddot{\acute{n}}\ddot{g}\ddot{a} \ k\ddot{u}b\ddot{u} \ \acute{n}i. \]

Nganasan girl sit.3sg white.pl fur.gen.pl on.dat, man-eater

*The Nganasan girl sat down on a white reindeer pelt, the man-eater (woman) sat down on the black reindeer pelt.’*
According to these examples from texts, the difference in the use of *tusajkuo* and *henkä* seems to follow the animate–inanimate opposition. In the examples from texts, *heňkä* refers to inanimate objects. In the story of a Nganasan girl and a man-eater the word *heňkä* is used of a reindeer pelt. The adjective *tusajkuo* refers always to the reindeer. In another story, the verbal form of *tusajkuo* (*tusajįtų*) is used to refer to a human being’s mouth (Katzschmann 2008: 68). This might also be considered as a part of a living being, unlike the bottom of a kettle, where the word *heňkä* is used. However, the text material is small, and thus the given assumptions may be proven wrong in later studies.

The texts from which the examples above were taken, refer to a positive–negative position between the terms for white and black. The Nganasan girl chooses white reindeer and the man-eater chooses the black/dark ones (Katzschmann 2008: 136). This suggests that the negative affect is present also in the Samoyed languages. It is not visible in the semantic extensions found in dictionaries, but becomes visible in a larger context, e.g. folk tales.

### 3.2. Conclusions

#### 3.2.1. Etymologies

What do we hold in our hands after the analysis in the Chapter 3.1? Some old etymologies, some suggestions for new etymologies and an idea of a semantic development of the terms for ‘black’.

Usually the terms for black are common to closely related languages such as Permic, Mordvin and Finnic, but the etymologies further back are more or less uncertain. A long-known etymology is that the Ugric branch has a common term for ‘black’, which must be considered one of the oldest known terms for black in the Uralic languages. Both Hungarian *fekete* and Khanty *piti* denote ‘black’ and thus also the Proto-Ugric form *põkkä-tts* presumably denoted ‘black’. However, there are no suggested cognates outside the Ugric languages and thus the semantic background is still unclear.

Thus far, the most reliable etymology for Finnish *musta* has been suggested by Koivulehto (2001: 71). It is also one of the oldest etymologies presented for the terms for ‘black’ in the Uralic languages, as it is common to both Finnic and Saami languages. However, it is not a colour term in the Saami languages, which means that the denotation of colour has developed only in the Finnic languages. In Skolt and Inari Saami there are denotations ‘darkness of colour’ and ‘losing its colour’. This can be the result either of an independent semantic development or Finnic influence.

In the Samoyed branch only Nenets and Enets have a common term for black: NeT *paryi* ‘be black’, En *pölzed* ‘id’. The closest common protolanguage for Nenets and Enets is Proto-Samoyed, and therefore the Nenets and Enets terms can be reconstructed for Proto-Samoyed. In Chapter 3.1.7 I have cautiously suggested that the
terms for ‘black’ in Nenets and Enets could descend from the Proto-Samoyed *para ‘burn (intr.)’. The denotation of black, however, has possibly been connected with the slightly changed phonological form seen in the modern Nenets and Enets languages.

All the suggestions that combine different Uralic branches together are highly uncertain. Especially Mari šem ‘black’ has many suggested cognates, in Mansi, Komi, Mordvin and Finnic languages. However, all these cannot be cognates due to the phonological differences between them. Also, borrowing between Uralic languages should be considered possible in word groups of this type. The Permic šed ‘black, dirty’ and Finnish sonta ‘muck, dung’ (Wichmann 1954: 103) are a phonologically unproblematic comparison, and also semantically they seem to fit together because the feature common to these words is dirtiness. If the Mordvin raužo, rauža ‘black’ is a cognate of a Finnish rapa ‘mud; mire; gravel, rubble; fragile, crispy’, the semantic development would be somewhat the same as in the comparison of Permic and Finnic presented above, from ‘dirty’ to ‘black’. This type of semantic development should be kept in mind when searching for more cognates for the terms for black in the Uralic languages.

3.2.2. Semantic development

In the data we see that usually the colour term has developed from some other denotation. Even the suggested loanwords are such that the borrowed word did not originally denote colour.

In Chapter 2 I suggested that the terms for black could develop from two denotations, ‘dark (of light)’ and ‘dirty’. Surprisingly, the lack of light is not visible in any of the etymologies presented (the comparison of Nganasan heŋkə ‘black’ with Proto-Samoyed *pi ‘night’ is extremely hypothetical). Instead, in most cases the direction of semantic development is from ‘dirty’ to ‘black’. This development occurs especially in the western Uralic languages: Finnic, Mordvin, Mari and Permic. In all these languages the term for black has also denotations of dirtiness.

The denotation of dirtiness is missing or at least opaque in the Saami, Ugric and Samoyed languages. These languages are quite peripheral compared to other Uralic languages. If we assume that original features are usually preserved on the periphery, the semantic development from ‘dirt’ to ‘black’ observed in Finnic, Mordvin, Mari and Permic should be regarded as an innovation.

However, the difference between central and peripheral languages and the connection between black and dirty is not without exception. An example of a possibly ongoing semantic change from dirty to black is found in Mansi where a word pəŋk, pəŋkəŋ has denotations ‘coal, dirt; muddy, dirty’, and in some dialects also ‘black’ (Sipőcz 1994: 54). Due to the rarity of the denotation ‘black’ it is probable that the other denotations are older, and the denotation has moved from ‘dirty’ to ‘black’. This semantic development supports also the suggested etymologies in other Uralic languages (especially Mordvin raužo ‘black’ ~ Fi rapa and Permic šed ‘black’ ~ Fi sonta
'muck, dung', Ma W šandō ‘lavatory’, E šondo ‘muck, dung’) which are phonologically valid but have been considered semantically problematic.

Many languages have also a denotation ‘dark (of light)’, but the use of it seems rather figurative and secondary, which refers to a metaphorical use instead of lexical. Koski (1983) and also Jäppinen (1999) have noted that the word for black can be used in the meaning ‘dark (of light)’, especially when referring to night. From referring to the darkness of night it is not a great leap to referring to the darkness of days, either concrete (Ka mussat päivät black days < one cannot see to sew) or metaphorically (Fi päiväsi mustimmat ‘your blackest days’ < i.e. the days of mental depression (poetic use). The semantic movement is the same with regard to the primary term for darkness in Finnish, pimeä ‘dark (of light)’, which presumably refers to the darkness of night, but can also refer to the darkness of day.

The studies of colour terms in other languages have suggested a development from terms denoting brightness to terms denoting hues (e.g. MacLaury 1992, Casson & Gardner 1992, Casson 1997). Finnish musta and North Saami mosttas represent the same type of semantic development as Old English salu ‘sallow’ which had the brightness sense ‘dark, dusky’ and the hue sense ‘dirty, discoloured’ (Casson & Gardner 1992: 395). Although the English sallow and its cognates do not have the denotation ‘black’, the denotation ‘dirty’ may develop into a denotation to ‘black’ (Harper 2001–2011). This type of semantic development is present also if Finnish hämärä ‘dim’ belongs together with Mari šem ‘black; dirty’.

Tundra Nenets paryide ‘black’ and Enets polze, polze ‘id.’ could originate from Proto-Samoyed *para ‘burn (intr.)’, which is parallel to the development of the English black (< PIE *bhleg- ‘burn’). Casson, however, has assumed that the meaning ‘burnt, scorched’ refers to hue, not brightness.

The negative aspect seems to link all the Uralic languages and thus indicates that the connection of black, dark to evil is not typical only of western culture. However, it is possible that surrounding cultures have affected the Uralic languages, e.g. the mythical aspect of the Samoyed languages, where the terms for black seem to be used in a negative sense, although the colour black does not seem to have a negative affect in everyday use. Affect could be one explanation for the vast variation in the terms for black in the Uralic languages and the relatively young age of the terms.

If we assume, like Berlin and Kay, that all languages have a term for black and also a term for white, we must accept that the colour terms change from time to time. However, the old term is not always replaced by a term borrowed from another language. Instead, a word that already exists moves to function as a colour term. The new term is taken from semantically close vocabulary. Koski (1983: 249) has assumed that Proto-Finnic *musta ‘black’ replaced the older term for black, *sini-, which has moved to fill the blue and possibly green area of the colour chart.

Although it is uncertain why the terms for black tend to change in languages, it seems that the semantic development is the same. The new word is taken from the same semantic field as the previous word. According to this data and the etymological suggestions, the denotation ‘dirty’ seems the most popular source for the new terms
for black. It is not the only one, however. Also brightness may play a role in developing a term for black. Casson (1997) has suggested such a development for English and we can see such parallels also in some of the Uralic languages.

4. White

In this chapter, unlike the previous one, I shall focus on the old terms for ‘white’ and their denotations in the present-day languages. Terms for black tend to be either of unknown origin or the history of the words does not extend far back into the protolanguages, but there is more than one term for white reconstructed to very old protolanguages, such as the Finno-Ugric, Finno-Permic and Samoyed protolanguages. Due to the selection, the results are preliminary, but they provide clues as to what kind of semantic development the terms for white have undergone.

For the Finno-Ugric protolanguage three separate terms are reconstructed for ‘white’: *päje ‘white; shine’ (UEW: 360), *walkz ‘white, light, shiny; shine, light’ (UEW: 554) and *ačka ‘white’ which is uncertain (UEW: 3). Each of these will be discussed below.

4.1. PFU *päje ‘white; shine’

> SaaN beadjut ‘shine white (e.g. of someone with a white furcoat)’, SaaLu pāju (attr.) ‘white (of things and animals)’, pājuk (pred.) ‘white (of an animal); white reindeer’, pādjat, piedjis (attr.) ‘white, light’, ? Hu fehèr ‘white’ (UEW: 359–360)


> PFU *pājwā ‘fire’ (derivation of *pāje, Saarikivi 2010: 259) > Fi pāivā ‘day; sun’, SaaN beaivi ‘day; sun’, ?? Ko bi ‘fire’, ?? Kha pāj ‘thunder’, PS *pejwā ‘warmth, warm’

The UEW has three separate entries that could both formally and semantically belong together: *pāje ‘white; shine’, *pājā and *pājwā ‘fire’. Both words under the reconstruction *pāje are uncertain, but the present etymological dictionaries hold to this etymology (e.g. Zaicz 2006: 203). The UEW refers to the same words in Komi and Khanty in the entries for *pājā and *pājwā, and thus it is even more probable that the words are the same, although the variation in the Saami first-syllable vowel a ~ ea needs a closer examination.

Proto-Samoyed *pejwā ‘warmth, warm’ (Janhunen 1977: 120) is not commented on in any of these articles, although it cannot be a coincidence that PFU *pājwā and PS *pejwā are so similar, both formally and semantically. Also Saarikivi (2010: 259) has noticed the similarity of these words and assumes that the form *pājwā was originally *pāj(e)wā, a derivation from *pāje.
4.2. PFU *wal’ə ‘shine, to shine’


Another Proto-Finno-Ugric term for white in UEW (554) is *walk3. In addition to ‘white’, the term refers also to light and brightness. In a separate entry, UEW presents the word *wal’ə ‘shine, to shine’. It is uncertain whether the Mordvin and Hungarian forms derive from *wal’ə or *walk3, and therefore they are presented in both entries.

It is generally agreed that these two different reconstructions belong together. The form *walk3 is probably a derivation from *wal3, just as Proto-Uralic *piökä ‘long’ is derived from PU *piök ‘long’ (SSA 1995: 337). In SSA (2000: 481) North Saami vielgat has been connected with Finnish vālkė ‘spacious, roomy’, suggesting that the latter is only a front-vocalic form of valkea, although the denotation is rather different, as vālkė does not refer to ‘white’ or ‘light’. It is possible that the denotation ‘spacious, roomy’ has developed from ‘light’, and this is the assumption also in SSA. The SSA connects also Finnish vāleä ‘quick, fast’ to this word group as a variant without the velar stop -k-, although there is yet another semantic extension. Comparisons of this type are dangerous as both the phonological and semantic shifts would be considerably large.

Finnish vaalea ‘light; blond’ is phonologically exceptional because the first vowel is long. One would expect the form valea, which according to Koski (1983: 55) occurs in some Finnish dialects. Other forms with a short vowel are e.g. Fi valeva ‘light, pale’ and Est vall ‘light, shiny’. According to Koski (ibid.), the original form vale- entered into a quantitative variation in the Finnish languages and thus the form vaalea has emerged.

PFU *wal- is a colour term only in the Finnic and Saami languages. In all other languages it still means mostly light. In the Finnic branch also the denotation ‘light’ has been preserved in the noun Fi valo, Est valu ‘light’. In Finnish the form valkea is also a noun denoting ‘fire’. Koski assumes that the colour term emerged in Proto-Finnic, although SaaN vielgat is also a basic colour term.
4.3. PFU *ačka ‘white’


~ PFP *čäčkä ‘clean, white; shine clean, white’ > ? SaaLu tjäskäk (pred.), tjieskis (attr.) ‘sharp, stinging’, tjieskis-päjuk ‘snow-white reindeer; iris white’ (LuLpW: 1162, 1221), SaaN čeaskä ‘look snow-white, shine white’, čeaskat ‘quite white, pure white, snow-white’, SaaIn čeaskat ‘snow-white (of reindeer, of clothes that are made of reindeer pelt, of ermine)’, Ko čököm ‘white, clean’ (UEW: 611).

The PFU word *ačka ‘white’ is the only non-Ugric term that is a colour term in all other languages except Khanty, which is uncertain due to semantic differences. The SSA (1992: 124) connects Finnish hahkea, haahkea ‘grey’ with ha(a)hka ‘eider’ (Est ahk ‘id.’). Koski (1983: 59) is uncertain about whether the denotation ‘eider’ is etymologically the same as the words referring to colour. Instead, he suggests that the animal name could be onomatopoeic, based on the sounds that eiders make (Koski 1983: 339).

Unlike the other Finno-Ugric terms for white, this one does not include the meaning ‘bright’, but it does include the meaning ‘clean’, which is typical also for the Finnic-Permic word *čäčkä ‘clean, white; shine clean, white’. It seems to be a front-vocalic variant of *ačka with an initial affricate. In fact, the initial affricate could also explain the h- in most Finnic cognates. There is even more reason to assume that these two words are cognates as we look at the areal distribution, which is complementary, for according to the U EW, the cognates of PFU *ačka and PFP *čäčkä do not occur in the same languages. This might be a parallel to the assumption that North Saami vielgat ‘white’ is a front-vocalic variant of Finnish valkea ‘white’.

Lule Saami tjäskäk, (attr.) tjieskis ‘sharp, stinging’ has not been connected to SaaN čeaskat before. Probably the reason has been semantical, as it is very different from the other Saami words. However, Grundström (LuLpW: 1162) presents also a compound tjieskis-päjuk ‘snow-white reindeer; iris white’ which has exactly the same semantic aspect as North Saami čeaskat ‘quite white, pure white, snow white’ and Inari Saami čeaskado ‘snow-white’. It is possible that tjäskäk, (attr.) tjieskis includes two homonyms, and only the form in tjieskis-päjuk would belong together with SaaN čeaskat and Saaln čeaskat. However, it is not obligatory to assume homonymy in this type of semantic difference. It is also possible that in Lule Saami snow-white has taken on a negative aspect, as shining snow stings the eye. Also in the other Saami languages the denotation is ‘pure white’ and ‘snow-white’. Here, the assumed development would be from ‘pure white’ to ‘whiteness stinging the eye’ in Lule Saami.

For the Saami words one can see the prototypical white or snow in translations. Etymologically they do not come from a word meaning snow, and this might also be
just a translational aspect. When one asks an informant to explain a kind of white, the informant might compare the whiteness to snow, i.e. as white as can be. Snow is also a prototypical white entity in the north.

Semantically the words *ačka and *čāčkā both have the definition ‘clean’ instead of ‘bright’, which is a denotation that the other Finno-Ugric terms (*päje, *walš) have. Based on the material presented, we may assume that brightness and cleanliness were separate categories at least in Proto-Finno-Ugric and perhaps earlier. The term for white can develop from both categories, but the denotations ‘clean’ and ‘bright’ do not seem to overlap.

4.4. PSam *sēr ‘white’


< PSam *sēr ‘ice’ (Janhunen 1977: 138)

While the Samoyed languages lack a common term for ‘black’, they do have a common term for ‘white’: PSam *sēr (Janhunen 1977: 138). Samoyed *sēr ‘white’ is probably etymologically identical to *sēr ‘ice’. Janhunen presents these two words in separate entries, but compares them (ibid.). In Lehtisalo’s *jurasamojedisches Wörterbuch (1956: 410) the descendants of these two words are discussed in the same entry. Jäppinen (1999) assumes that snow is a prototypical white entity. While this is true, etymologically this Samoyed *sēr is the only word in this set of data that would come from something that evokes snow.

4.5. Conclusion

Many terms for white presented in the UEW are phonologically so similar to each other that eventually only three different terms for white can be seen: *päje (or *päjå), *walš (possibly also ? *wälš, according to Fi våleä ‘quick, fast’, välkeä ‘spacious, roomy’ and SaaN vielgat ‘white’) and *ačka (or *čāčkā). Possibly none of these words denoted ‘white’ in the protolanguage, as the colour term occurs only in some branches of the family. The word *päje is the best candidate for originally meaning ‘white’, as the suggested derivates denoting white are found in the Saami languages and Hungarian. In Hungarian the derivate fehér is a basic colour term.

Not all words denoting ‘bright’ developed into ‘white’ or any other colour term. Proto-Uralic had a word *jelä ‘light; sun; day’ (> SaaN jalahas, jealahas ‘complete cloudlessness’, KhaN jil ‘cardinal point, point of the compass’, NeT ялля ‘day; bright, clear; light (adj.)’) (UEW: 96). The development from ‘light’ to ‘white’ could be expected, but in this case a term for ‘white’ has not emerged.

The Finno-Ugric terms for white display a division between cleanliness and brightness. The denotation ‘white’ can develop both from ‘cleanliness’ and ‘bright-
ness’, but it seems that brightness and cleanliness themselves are separate semantic categories. The old terms include also the denotation ‘warm’, and all this indicates that the brightness category refers to fire and to the sun that are bright and warm, and red and yellow. In the studies of colour terms after Berlin and Kay’s theory (e.g. Croft 2003: 279) it has been noted that the term for white includes also warm colours (red, yellow, orange). Warmth is visible also in the Finno-Ugric terms for white, but etymologically the focus in the colour has stayed on white.

5. Discussion

In this study we have not identified Proto-Uralic terms for black and white. However, we have seen what semantic types lurk behind the colour terms of present languages, especially concerning the terms for black. The hypothesis presented in Chapter 2 also needs modifying.

Many studies of colour categories are synchronic, and the whole theory concerning the evolution of the system of colour terms in a language is based on synchronic studies. However, etymological studies show that, like many other words in language, colour terms change. They are borrowed, or new words are derived from a stem that already exists in the language. It is also possible that a word expands its meaning to another semantic field. Usually the semantic extension moves from concrete to abstract. This is typical especially for adjectives.

In the data we find that the motivations for naming black are restricted to a few possibilities. Dirt and murkiness are the most frequent motivations to expand meaning to black. Also ‘burning’ can be a motivation in naming black not only in the Indo-European languages but in Uralic as well.

Surprisingly, dark (of light) and night are not used as motivations for naming the colour black. In Nganaskan, the connection between hii ‘night’ and heŋkə ‘black’ is highly uncertain.

The terms for white come from light and fire, which support the notion that the term for white could refer also to warm colours like red and yellow. Also cleanliness and purity can develop a denotation of white. However, the denotation ‘bright’ does not seem to occur together with ‘clean’. It is probable that the denotations ‘bright’ and ‘clean’ have a common feature, ‘white’, but the categories ‘bright’ and ‘clean’ do not overlap.

Many of the Uralic languages tend to have a separate suffix for colours. It has been suggested that Mordvin E -ző, M -ţa have developed to a colour suffix by analogy with words like MdE piţe ‘yellow’ and oţo ‘green’. In Khanty a suffix -t is occurs mainly in colour terms: pita, piyta ‘black’, wirta ‘red’, wasta ‘green’. In Nganasan the suffix -kuo has been seen as a colour term suffix: tushenko ‘black’, dabakuo ‘red’. It seems that it has been important to distinguish colour terms from other words, especially adjectives.

As can be seen from the data presented in Chapter 3, the etymological difference between terms for ‘black’ and ‘white’ is in their dating. The terms for ‘black’
cannot be reconstructed very far back in the protolanguage. Some etymologies suggest that the terms for black are either borrowed from neighbouring languages or still of unknown origin. However, the borrowings are not very recent, and e.g. Russian чёрный ‘black’ does not lie behind any Uralic terms. Unlike black, the semantic field of white has more than one term reconstructed for the Finno-Ugric protolanguage. Also Proto-Samoyed had a term for white, although it is impossible to reconstruct a common term for black in the Samoyed languages.

Another difference between black and white is affect. As in many other languages, also in the Uralic languages the terms for black have a negative affect. In Saami, where the terms for black do not denote dirtiness or darkness, the connotation is negative. The negative aspect can be seen in Inari Saami ćappadas ‘devil’, but also in the Saami idea of emptiness and invisibility behind the word čáhpat ‘black’. The negative aspect is visible also in the Samoyed languages, although otherwise additional meanings are difficult to find. The negativity lies more in the context where the words are used than in the word itself.

The negative affect could be one reason for the vast variation of the terms for ‘black’ in the Uralic languages. The meaning ‘light, pure, white’ has probably always had a positive affect and this may have preserved the old terms. The meaning ‘black’ has had or taken on a negative affect, and thus it has a kind of ‘taboo’ status, which leads to a need to alter or even change the word from time to time (for affect see e.g. Kulonen 2006).

In English the word dark denotes both darkness of colour and lack of light. The Uralic data presents denotations of the lack of light, but it seems secondary due to its metaphorical nature. The denotation ‘dark (of light)’ is missing also in the etymologies presented. However, the etymologies of the Finno-Ugric terms for ‘white’ include denotations to both light and cleanliness. The development from the semantic categories bright–dark and clean–dirty is presented in Figure 5.

![Figure 5. The directions of semantic development of the terms denoting 'white' and 'black'.](image)

The denotations ‘bright’ and ‘clean’ may both develop a term for white, but they do not seem to overlap, as the denotation connecting these two features is ‘white’. The results concerning the terms for white are preliminary because the data is restricted
to old terms. Concerning the colour term ‘black’ the semantic development is not that simple. In chapter two I assumed that the denotations ‘dirty’ and ‘dark (of light)’ could develop into a term for black. However, it seems that of the two only ‘dirty’ motivates the semantic development to ‘black’. Uralic *pilm3- ‘dark (of light)’ and Finno-Ugric *kum3- ‘cloud’ do not lie behind any of the terms for black studied above. Neither do they have the denotation ‘black’ or even ‘dark (of colour)’ in any of the languages where they still exist. Both of the words have actually remained salient because all the derivates of both words have preserved their original denotation. Uralic *pilm3 has remained purely a brightness term, and it does not seem to interfere with colours at all because there are no languages where it would denote the darkness of colour. Instead, in many Uralic languages the terms for black refer also to dark shades of colour.

Murkiness and obscurity seem to be one semantic source that can develop into a term for black. According to Casson’s example of English sallow as well as the data presented for Finnic and etymological suggestions of the cognates of Mari šem(e) ‘black’, the obscurity would refer to brightness (see Chapter 3.2.2). However, the English and Finnic examples suggest a connection between obscurity and dirtiness (which, according to Casson, refers to hue), and it is still unclear if the denotation ‘dirty’ is needed between the denotations ‘obscure’ and ‘black’ or if obscurity can develop directly into a denotation ‘black’.

Casson (1997) assumes that especially the terms for black and white were primary brightness terms in Old English. For instance, the term black in Old English denoted primarily brightness, but had some sense of hue, ‘burned, scorch’. This type of semantic development seems also possible in the Uralic languages, if the suggested etymology of the Nenets and Enets colour terms in Chapter 3.2.3 is correct.

In the future, the words denoting darkness of colour and darkness of light in the Uralic languages should be more thoroughly studied, taking into account the context in which they appear. One problem to solve is whether the Uralic languages normally display different words denoting darkness of light and darkness of colour. The findings could be compared with data from other languages, especially those like English, German and Swedish which have words such as dark, dunkel and mörk denoting both darkness of light and of colour.

Abbreviations

Glosses

<p>| 2  | second person | INF | infinitive |
| 3  | third person  | PL  | plural     |
| ABL| ablative      | PRED| predicative|
| DEF| definite      | PRS | present    |
| ELA| elative       | PRT | particle   |
| GEN| genitive      | PTC | participle |
| LOC| locative      | SG  | singular   |
| NEG| negative      | VN  | verbal noun|
| IMP| imperative    |     |            |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Dialect</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>Dialect</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>En</td>
<td>Enets</td>
<td>NeT</td>
<td>Tundra Nenets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eng</td>
<td>English</td>
<td>Ngar</td>
<td>Nganasan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Est</td>
<td>Estonian</td>
<td>Nr</td>
<td>Norwegian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EstS</td>
<td>South Estonian</td>
<td>PFi</td>
<td>Proto-Finnic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ev</td>
<td>Evenki</td>
<td>PFP</td>
<td>Proto-Finno-Permic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fi</td>
<td>Finnish</td>
<td>PFU</td>
<td>Proto-Finno-Ugric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germ</td>
<td>German</td>
<td>PGerm</td>
<td>Proto-Germanic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hu</td>
<td>Hungarian</td>
<td>PIE</td>
<td>Proto-Indo-European</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Icel</td>
<td>Icelandic</td>
<td>PMa</td>
<td>Proto-Mari</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ing</td>
<td>Ingrian</td>
<td>PMd</td>
<td>Proto-Mordvin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ka</td>
<td>Karelian</td>
<td>PNeN</td>
<td>Proto-Nenets</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kam</td>
<td>Kamas</td>
<td>PPerm</td>
<td>Proto-Permic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kha</td>
<td>Khanty</td>
<td>PSaa</td>
<td>Proto-Saamic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KhaN</td>
<td>North Khanty</td>
<td>PSam</td>
<td>Proto-Samoyed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ko</td>
<td>Komi</td>
<td>PU</td>
<td>Proto-Uralic</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KoUd</td>
<td>Udora dialect</td>
<td>PUG</td>
<td>Proto-Ugric</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Li</td>
<td>Livonian</td>
<td>Saaln</td>
<td>Inari Saami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lu</td>
<td>Lude</td>
<td>SaaKld</td>
<td>Kildin Saami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaH</td>
<td>Hill Mari</td>
<td>SaalLu</td>
<td>Lule Saami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MaM</td>
<td>Meadow Mari</td>
<td>SaaN</td>
<td>North Saami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Man</td>
<td>Mansi</td>
<td>Saapi</td>
<td>Pite Saami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ManE</td>
<td>Eastern Mansi</td>
<td>SaaS</td>
<td>South Saami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ManN</td>
<td>North Mansi</td>
<td>SaaSko</td>
<td>Skolt Saami</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ManS</td>
<td>South Mansi</td>
<td>Selk</td>
<td>Selkup</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ManW</td>
<td>Western Mansi</td>
<td>Swiz</td>
<td>Swiss German</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Md</td>
<td>Mordvin</td>
<td>Udm</td>
<td>Udmurt</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MdE</td>
<td>Erzya Mordvin</td>
<td>Ve</td>
<td>Veps</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MdM</td>
<td>Moksha Mordvin</td>
<td>Vo</td>
<td>Vote</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NeF</td>
<td>Forest Nenets</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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